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Adler 18kt Gold Sapphire Ruby And Diamond Ring.

This exquisite ring by Adler is made from 18kt gold and features heart-shaped blue sapphire, square-
cut rubies, and diamonds. The ring is hallmarked and in excellent condition.

Dimensions -
Finger Size (UK) = L ( EU) = 53 (US) = 6
Weight: 10.00 grams

Diamonds -
Cut: Round brilliant, tapered baguette
Quantity: 66
Carat weight: 2.16 carats
Colour: E - F
Clarity: VS1 

Blue sapphire -
Cut: Heart
Quantity: 1
Approx. Carat weight: 3.60 carats in total
Treatment is not indicated.

Rubies -
Cut: Square
Quantity: 20
Approx. Carat weight: 1.00 carat in total
Treatment is not indicated.

Condition: The ring is pre - owned, minor surface wear, excellent condition overall.

History: Adler Jewellery is a distinguished name in the world of luxury jewellery, known for its
exceptional craftsmanship and innovative designs. The company was founded in 1886 by Jacques
Adler in Istanbul, Turkey. Born into a family of jewellers, Jacques Adler honed his skills from a young
age, eventually establishing his own workshop where he began creating exquisite pieces that quickly
garnered attention for their beauty and quality.

In the early 20th century, as political and social changes swept through Europe and the Middle East,
Jacques Adler decided to relocate his business. In 1972, the company moved its headquarters to
Geneva, Switzerland, a city renowned for its high standards in jewellery and watchmaking. This move
marked a new chapter for Adler Jewellery, allowing it to expand its reach and influence within the
luxury market.

Under the leadership of subsequent generations of the Adler family, the company continued to thrive.
They remained committed to the traditional techniques and high standards set by their founder, while
also embracing modern design and innovation. The fusion of classic craftsmanship withcontemporary
aesthetics became a hallmark of Adler Jewellery, setting it apart from its competitors.

Origin European Other

Period 21st Century and Contemporary

Condition Excellent

Materials Gold

Main Gemstone Sapphire

Carat for Gold 18 K

Antique ref: Adler hear shaped sapphire ring


